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DOHA: The World Innovation
Summit for Health (WISH), a glob-
al initiative of Qatar Foundation
for Education, Science and
Community Development (QF),
has announced that it will be a
key supporter of the APAC Forum,
the Asia-Pacific’s premier health-
care meeting.

Taking place on 23-25
September 2015 in Auckland,
New Zealand, the APAC Forum
will bring together 1,700 of the
leading minds in healthcare to
discuss innovation in healthcare
and learn from leaders of pioneer-
ing programs making tangible
impact to patients and organiza-
tions around the world.  

WISH will hold two sessions at
this year’s event. The first session,
led by Professor Robert Thomas,

chief cancer advisor at the Victoria
Department of Health and Human
Services, and WISH’s Delivering
Affordable Cancer Care Forum
Chair, will discuss the causes of
inflating cancer costs and
overtreatment, and present path-
ways to address these challenges,
including promoting greater
patient engagement. 

Tackling the persistent belief
that patient harm is inevitable
in health, WISH chief executive
officer Egber t Schil l ings wil l
lead the second session along-
side Imperial College London’s
senior policy fellow and director
of operations, Centre for Health
Policy, Gianluca Fontana and
policy fellows, Centre for Health
Policy, Jessica Prestt and Didi
Thompson.

Critical issues 
This session will highlight key

findings of this year’s WISH report,
Transforming Patient Safety: A
Sector-Wide Systems Approach.

The panel will focus attention on
the critical issues in patient safety
and present innovative efforts to
address them, in particular outlin-
ing the Leading Health Systems

Network (LHSN), a joint initiative
of WISH and Imperial College
London. Established in 2009,
LHSN has worked with 21 health
systems in 11 countries helping
them to overcome the challenges
they face in providing high-value
care to the populations they
serve. 

Schillings said: “WISH is
delighted to support this year’s
APAC Forum, the Asia-Pacific’s
biggest and most significant
healthcare meeting. By sharing
our research and expertise in
affordable cancer care delivery
and patient safety, we hope to
inspire healthcare leaders in the
region to take up the innovations
and recommendations in our
reports for the benefit of the
patients and communities that

they serve.”
The APAC Forum is designed

for health professionals who can
influence change. Last year, the
forum convened in Melbourne
and attracted over 1500 dele-
gates, including senior managers,
board and policy makers, clini-
cians and quality improvement
specialists from throughout the
Asia-Pacific region. Approximately
130 speakers across 42 sessions
are scheduled for APAC 2015.
WISH inspires and diffuses health-
care innovation and best practice,
remaining closely aligned to the
vision and mission of Qatar
Foundation to unlock human
potential and serve to underscore
Qatar ’s pioneering role as an
emerging centre for healthcare
innovation.

WISH supports premier Asia-Pacific healthcare forum

NAMPO: In this May 2015 photo, provided by the Pukorokoro Miranda Shorebird Centre, birds stand in the mud flats. — AP 

As habitats vanish, migratory 
birds flock to N Korea shores

Birds traveled 11,000 kilometers in nine days

TOKYO: To the untrained eye, it’s just a lot of birds
on an otherwise deserted stretch of muddy, flat
coastline. But for ornithologists, North Korea’s
west coast is a little piece of paradise each spring
- and both the birds and a dedicated group of
birdwatchers travel a long way to get there.

While North Korea is wary of letting foreigners
inside its borders, a recent trip by a New Zealand
research team to the mudflats near Nampo,
southwest of the capital, Pyongyang, underscores
some tentative but significant progress by outside
scientists to conduct small-scale research projects
- as long as they don’t rub up against sensitive
topics and are seen as useful to North Korea itself.
Last year, for example, an international team of
scientists was allowed to set up seismographs and
other equipment to monitor ominous activity on
Mount Paektu, a huge volcano that straddles
North Korea’s border with China.

‘Good cooperation’ 
In typical North Korean style, the New Zealand

ornithologists were told not to take photos of the

birds in some places. Their mobile phone and
computer access was also partly restricted. But
the researchers say that overall, the trip went
smoothly. “They took us where we needed to go,”
team member Keith Woodley, who is now back in
New Zealand, told The Associated Press by phone.
“They evaluate the places we need to go and they
make it happen. It’s very good cooperation.”

The trip in May was part of a four-year study by
the Pukorokoro Miranda Shorebird Centre in New
Zealand, which is where many of the birds end
the summer portion of their journey. In three days
of on-site bird-watching, the team counted
approximately 20,000 migratory birds from as far
off as Australia and South Asia.

Team members hope the project will shed
light on the birds’ migrations and generate inter-
national efforts to conserve their habitats. North
Korean officials share that hope, which dovetails
with the authoritarian nation’s efforts to promote
itself as an eco-friendly, unspoiled land of natural
attractions that will interest the one kind of for-
eigner it is trying hard to woo - the wealthy

tourist. “Many people from other countries are
interested in this kind of study here,” Nature
Conservation Union researcher Pak Ung told an
AP television news crew that was allowed to film
the site. “I think if we can do a thorough study of
migratory birds here, it will contribute to great
progress in conservation of migratory birds, as
well as overall ecological diversity, which is an
international issue.”

The birds being watched aren’t exactly house-
hold names -  bar-tai led godwits (Limosa
Iapponica), great knots (Calidris Tenuirostris) and
dunlins (Calidris Alpina). But in scientific circles,
the godwits are something of a sensation.
“Godwits are amazing,” said project member
David Melville, a British citizen who has long lived
in New Zealand. “Their flight from New Zealand to
China is approximately 8,000 kilometers, nonstop
for seven days, and then after a month they fly
another 5,000 kilometers to Alaska to breed. On
the return trip to New Zealand, they fly nonstop
across the Pacific ocean, a trip of 11,000 kilome-
ters, in about nine days.”—AP

WASHINGTON: The $1,000 pill for a liver-
wasting viral infection that made headlines
last year is no longer the favorite of
patients and doctors in the US. The new
leading pill for hepatitis C is more expen-
sive, and the number of patients seeking a
cure has surged.

Sovaldi, last year’s wonder drug, has
been pushed aside by a successor called
Harvoni, made by the same company. The
sticker price for Harvoni is $1,350 a pill. The
fast-paced changes in hepatitis C treatment
are being watched closely amid fears that
breakthrough drugs could reignite the rise
of US health care costs. Other medications
that could turn into cost drivers include a
new treatment for melanoma and a choles-
terol-lowering drug awaiting approval.
More hepatitis C drugs are also headed to
market.

Hepatitis C affects some 3 million peo-
ple in the US and claims more lives here
than AIDS. With the new drugs, patients
finally have a choice among highly effec-
tive cures with minimal side effects.
Previous treatments were hit and miss, and
many patients couldn’t tolerate the side
effects. But newfound choice doesn’t seem
to have led to widespread price competi-
tion.

Surge of patients
“As a society we need a way of deter-

mining what is a reasonable price at the
time of introduction of a new drug,” said
Stephen Schondelmeyer, a University of
Minnesota professor who specializes in
pharmaceutical economics. “We have
expanded coverage, but we haven’t done
anything to control costs on the pricing
side.” The Associated Press asked two com-
panies that track the prescription drug
market for a hepatitis C update. IMS Health
collects data on pharmacy prescriptions
and sales, while DRX surveys prices paid by
private health plans and prescription bene-
fit managers. What they found:

The number of prescriptions filled for
hepatitis C drugs has more than doubled,
from an average of 20,600 a month during
the first three months of last year to a
monthly average of 48,000 for the same
period this year, according to IMS. “People
are coming in who never wanted to be
treated before,” said Dr. Douglas Dieterich,
director of outpatient liver disease treat-
ment at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York
City. “When I started in 1989, I used to have
a 3 percent cure rate. Now I have a 3 per-
cent failure rate.”

Simplicity’s appeal
Harvoni, the new pill from California-

based Gilead Sciences, accounted for about
three-fourths of the prescriptions filled for
hepatitis C drugs in the first three months
of this year, IMS said. A big part of the rea-
son is simplicity, explained Dieterich.
Patients on Harvoni need only take a single
pill  daily, for 12 weeks in most cases.
Previously, patients took combinations of
drugs.

Harvoni quickly rose to the top after its
approval last fall, with monthly sales cross-
ing the $1-billion mark by January. Another
new drug, Viekira Pak, is gaining market
share but appears to be far behind. It’s an
equally effective cure and priced lower.
Still, Viekira Pak is a four-pill daily combina-
tion, and patients have to take another
antiviral drug as well. It was introduced late
last year by Illinois-based AbbVie. The
extent of Viekira Pak’s inroads is hard to dis-
cern. The company has not disclosed pre-
scription volumes. And a major pharmacy
that promotes the drug does not report
hepatitis C data to IMS.

DRX’s analysis of prices paid by private
health plans shows the median discount
for Harvoni was 13.7 percent between April
and June. That reflects a modest price
break for most insurers, including those
delivering Medicare’s prescription drug
benefit, said DRX executive vice president
Jim Yocum. The government-funded
Medicare program provides health care
coverage for the elderly.

“This sets the stage for some of the new
cancer drugs coming out, both in terms of
a vast improvement in effectiveness and a
vast increase in prices,” said Yocum. “This is
a concern not only for commercial health
plans, but for Medicare.” Medicare is barred
from negotiating drug prices. State
Medicaid programs covering the poor,
however, and the federal Veterans Affairs
health system are legally entitled to deep
discounts.

‘Major problem’ 
Matt Salo, executive director of the

National Association of Medicaid Directors,
said competition from Viekira Pak has
enabled states to win bigger rebates from
the manufacturers. But Salo says cost
remains a “major, major problem” because
of the large number of people with hepati-
tis C. At the median discounted price, a 12-
week treatment regimen of Harvoni costs
about $98,000.—AP

$1,000 pill overtaken 
by pricier successor
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